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POLICIES OF IMMIGRATION IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES I-Reasons of opposition to immigration A) Closed economy 1. Internal limitations 2. External limitations B) Insecurity 1. Interior security 2. Frontiers’ limitation Limits: Protests



II-Reasons to support immigration A) Co development 1. Easier entrance 2. Integration B) Opened economy 1. Undocumented workforces 2.Qualified people Limits: Security



To aim at to: viser à a residence permit: un permis de séjour renowned: reconnus To accommodate: héberger Undocumented: non qualifies compliant: docil abri asylum seekers: demandeurs d’asile immigration-enforcement flows: flux bring about= to cause



shed: to



The subject of my presentation consists in presenting measures towards immigration which are common in several developed countries. In fact I'd want my audience to know about the options and constraints there are in the choice to institute opposition or support of immigration. This is naturally simplified, as policies of the first part (for example illegal immigration) are most of time mixed with those from the other part (for example integration of regular immigrants). But there often is a sense of the global policy. Although there is to grant needs of immigrants and host countries, we're going to see that the second ones still have been imposing a pragmatic policy which corresponds with their interests. But there's to answer the search of democracy, and divide up the results of the topical economy.



Le canard enchaîné, October the 11th References http://www.vie-publique.fr/politiques-publiques/politique-immigration/index/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration_policy http://www.ailf.org/ipc/ipc_index.asp http://www.newsbatch.com/immigration.htm http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration



First of all we can see the reasons of opposition to immigration The first ground comes from a closed economy As crisis often mean unemployment, low production and pauperism, it's consequently supposed there isn't enough money to accommodate and employ immigrants. (Mr Rocard, France’s first minister in 1986, said: "we can't host the whole misery of the world.") Internal limitations aim at to discourage immigrants to want to work in host countries Actions can favour national workforces through QUOTES (in the French industry in the 30s, in the US in 1965), or even PROHIBITION for immigrants to have renowned works (doctors and advocates in France in 1933, responsibilities in the Social Security up to 2001). Another idea is to check on, if immigrants have a job and do not grow the rate of unemployment and do not concurrence national workforces. Laws can make that RESIDENCE PERMIT DEPENDS ON A CURRENT JOB (France, 1972), or limit immigrant workforces to temporary stays (“GUEST WORKFORCE” program in the US). Undocumented workforces also are limited through STOPS OF REGULARIZATION, as they're first to cause unemployment. Furthermore, national workforces reproach them to create pressure accepting underpaid jobs without trade unionism. Another non-official measure is that immigrants' rights aren't respected because of UNDERINVESTING in the immigration system, whose bureaucracy is very RUSTY. Applications often are lost or not reviewed, forcing applicants to begin the process again or to come illegally. There's indeed in all politics a consensual struggle against growing illegal work. External limitations aim at to discourage immigrants to come in host countries During crisis, conditions of entrance are stricter through border controls and bilateral agreements, which aim at to slow down, or even to stop flows of foreign workforces and their families. There're policies about returns of immigrants, either FORCED (for the polish in the thirties and the Algerian in seventies) or FAVORED through financial helps (in France in the same periods). As illegal work causes exploitation, limitation of immigration can be based on their irregularity. Laws permit to expulse illegal immigrants, RESTRAINT the number of legal status, and FORBID REGULARIZATIONS (France in the 80s). European frontier's police and expulsion-charters were the main topic on the meeting in 2002. Another ground of opposition to immigration is security Immigrants are kept on as they're suspected to cause interior violence Families of workforces, which made immigration increase exponentially, are supposed to bring about demographic tensions (like the Mexican in the US) and social gap especially concerning delinquency in suburbs or ghettos, but also towards unemployment and low educational levels. There's a danger of normalization of xenophobia in the government and the population (Russia, Vichy…). In fact, discrimination reinforces their unemployment, their POVERTY and their gathering into GETTHOS which cause violence. On the top of that, their differences of ethnicity and culture are bad viewed; for example, polygamous' permits are REFUSED in France, and Islam is globally in developed countries. Nationalist parties refused mass-immigration as it would "destroy their identity", and the only way of integration for immigrants to be accepted is the cultural assimilation (through tests of citizenship) Security measures are taken towards immigrants in case of offence, like creation of "houses of justice", the possibility to maintain them more time in prison, institution of a double sentence with both prison and expulsion. Before they come, immigrants must prove they can be accommodated (in France in the 90s) to reduce the risks of poverty and violence. With the rise of terrorism worldwide, the national security doesn’t let masses of people across their borders anymore. All forms of immigration are discouraged through immigration quotas (in the 20s and 70s in the US), intrusive security searches, control at the airport, tighter visa requirements (digital print of visa's askers ,price, time, questions), …



After the 9/11, organizations serving immigrants have spent more time helping them not to be arrested, than to integrate them teaching language, civics, and other essential skills. Restriction of the refugees' accommodation is decided on behalf of governmental relations, and because that permits dangerous entrances. Another limitation is the growing control of the police. People they take back aren't allowed to come to the host country for a certain time anymore. Public prosecutors are allowed to forbid a marriage whose real goal can be considered as dangerous. Borders are militarised through militias, bases with prisons (Ceuta and Melilla in Europe), walls (between USA and Mexico, Berlin, Israel and Palestine)... Limits: Protests serve to stop immoral-judged policies. In the eighties in France or today in the US, there were hunger strikes or demonstrations of unionists and associations (against racism, for the human rights) to condemn governmental decisions against limitation of entrances, or against the wall between the US and Mexico, or to support regularizations. Church is also used to protecting immigrants on behalf of solidarity and the right to live in family. Linked-politics (mayors, MPs) sometimes protest and protect immigrants, with the support of famous people (appeal for civil disobey). The legislative power, like Congress or Constitutional council, also makes pressure about the executive's decisions. These protests claim a support of immigration that is needed from both parts. On the contrary to a safety separation, the goal is first to co develop democratic principles and answers to the immigrants Trough an easier entrance at the beginning Asylums seekers come in developed and democratic countries to refuge from some poor treatment in their country of origin. This elementary solidarity is expressed through laws which give more facility to come in the case of serious illness, threaten in their country (and not only from the state; persecution, abuse, oppression…). Sheds (like Sanghatte) can be opened to accommodate a part of them. (The US accommodates so a lot of asylum seekers, and there's a project of political asylum at the EUROPEAN NIVEL.) Expulsions are sometimes suspended for those who have gone there for a long time, giving them residence's authorizations. There are more procedures' guarantees, so that irregular immigrants are taken back only by justice (not administratively, so that imprisonment isn't necessary ), and minor immigrants can't be removed of their familiar or personal relations. Conditions of familiar residence can become easier, when parents, spouses or students have specific permits that respect the private life. European leaders also declared that it is necessary to lighten the controls and harmonize illegal immigration's laws. Reforms allow to acquire the identity status with more facility, what also shows the value of cultural diversity. Ground's right can be also reinforced to attribute more often the nationality. In France, immigrant children aren't forced anymore to write their will to be French, and accommodation’s certificates are globally lightened. But then there is to integrate… … and respect immigrants, giving them first of all similar rights than other inhabitants, to participate to public life; the right to be elected representatives of the firm's workforces, support of immigrant women's rights , liberty of association, the discussed vote at municipal elections. Social aspects like accommodation and cultural promotion also are an important program for the integration. In this case, councils and organizations are created to defend immigrants, organize their work and accommodation, evaluate legal procedures…



A struggle against discrimination and prejudices often is necessary, against lack of tolerance, racism, violence and unhygienic houses. Other measures must integrate pupils with immigrant parents through alphabetisation, social promotion, professional formation, … (France in the 80s) One of the best way to integrate immigrants is to have a legal work, so that they earn money, help their countries of origin and take part into the developed economy. To encourage this, there can be exceptional regularizations of illegal workforces, which have been having a stable job. There’s also no more condition of nationality to have responsibilities in the Social Security and public transports in France up to 2000s). Special contracts can gather official helps for immigrants to be integrated ("Contract integration"). But developed countries don't only help immigrants; their economy also needs them They need first undocumented workers The industrialization in the XIX, and the modernization of the twentieth century conducted to a split up work which needed immigrants. Conditions of entrance are very simple in these periods (a declaration to the town council is enough in France in 1917). In the sixties, decolonisation brought about many bilateral agreements which attracted immigrants from South (Spain, Portugal, northern Africa). There were also regularizations of illegal but needed immigrant workforces. Immigration is often managed by employer's organizations, as there’s a convergence of interests. In fact developed countries achieve major benefit from these hard-working individuals, who work for low wages and who can't protest because of their illegal status. In the US, small businesses (restaurants, farms) depend on this low-wage labour, and in specific sectors, there is a business lobby for immigration, usually in the form of green card systems. But now qualified jobs are strongly needed, as over the last two decades, the economy has been radically altered by globalisation and technological advancements. There is to attract foreign students and highly skilled immigrants to be compete in the battle for research, science, and technology. There's to make investment policy that permits wealthy immigrants to invest in businesses in exchange for favourable treatment. Germany and Spain imposed any firms to employ a certain number of immigrants. After the nineties and the free circulation in Europe, European Union also wants a selective immigration to stimulate the economy in particular domains. But the danger is to select and exclude many immigrants. Furthermore, the drop of demography in developed countries threatens their domination, as there’re less workforces and consumers. Immigrants can rebuilt it earning money and being integrated, just as they want to. We can see for example that the access to nationality becomes easier after wars, so that immigrants can rebuild the society. Today familial immigration is also used to rebuilding the demography dropping with the time (people of the baby-boom aging, women working, studies…) Limits: Security Security is the most important ground, as terrorism, dead threatens and attacks (in USA, Madrid, London…) don't allow an excessive support to immigration. Economy also limits the possibilities of accommodation and employment. Conclusion To put it in a nutshell, both parts of immigration's policies have a sense, but we can reproach that host countries often make their policies only according to their interests without considering those of the immigrants. Global open borders aren't possible as there are many constraints (of money and security), but there is to divide up economical and political advantages we have won in the globalisation… And maybe this unequal situation is the root cause of problems of immigration, so that concerning these policies, there is first to help countries of emigration through an international co development and a real fair-trade. Debate Can you imagine an ideal immigration policy today, and what should be done or not?
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